DESIGNS: REVIEW

TOMBOLO 28
Design by Greg Siewert
Commentary by Tad Roberts

An up-to-date outboard cruiser

O

utboard motors are transforming modern boat design,
and Greg Siewert’s Tombolo
28 makes excellent use of this fourstroke power source. These marvels of engineering are dependable
and quiet-running. They are easy to
install, which makes new outboards
particularly attractive to amateur
builders.
The Tombolo is handsome, with a
unique classically modern character
that will always be distinctive. The
raised foredeck adds a hint of tradition while being very practical and
simple to build. A visored pilothouse
with rounded forward trunk has a
purposeful Northwest regional look
that will be admired anywhere. The
upright windshield and deep visor
will be easy on the pilot’s eyes on a
sunny day. I’m pleased to see some
slight flare in the forward topsides, a
feature that has almost disappeared

in modern yacht design. Tucking the
motor into the notched reverse-raked
transom reduces its visual impact
and incorporates the power source
fully as a key design element.
Siewert created this boat for himself and his family. Its intended use
will be cruising 15 to 20 miles beyond
Seattle. It’s always interesting to see
what a designer does when freed
from the usual client constraints.
We can see that for Siewert, moderate speed, performance, and good
looks were larger considerations
than simplicity of construction.
Describing the hull, Siewert
states, “The Tombolo 28 hull form
is an easily driven modified-V, lowdeadrise hull with a fine entry and
long waterline.” While that covers it
generally, this hull exhibits a number
of interesting facets. Two significant
features are convex sections over the
full length of the running (below

the chine) bottom, and a gradual
rise to the buttock lines aft when
viewed from the side. The convex sections effectively produce a “variable
deadrise” bottom, with less deadrise
down low toward the centerline and
greater deadrise outboard. A low
deadrise angle has a better lift/drag
ratio than a high one, and in this case
eliminates the need for intermediate lifting strakes. The low deadrise
angles throughout are perfect for the
intended 14–17-knot cruising speed.
Rising aft buttock lines have
become rare, mostly due to today’s
easily available massive horsepower,
and the idea that most people want
high speeds of 30 or 40 knots. Reality
is different: cruising at 14–17 knots in
the Tombolo will be comfortable and
far less stressful than going fast. The
rising buttock lines push the center
of buoyancy forward and reduce the
area of the immersed transom. The

Above—Greg Siewert designed the 28' runabout Tombolo for himself and his family, for cruising in the Seattle area.
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forward LCB (and consequent LCG)
will cause the boat to run flat at low
speeds, retaining a long effective
waterline underway. At high speed
the reduced volume aft can mean
more squatting, so it’s a matter of
trading cruising speed efficiency
against top speed trim. But again
the outboard’s versatility helps out by
Particulars
28 '6"
Beam
9 '0"
Draft
1'5"
Displacement (1⁄2 load)
5,600 lbs
Power
115–150 hp
LOA

allowing the operator to use hydraulic engine trim to make the boat run
level.
The forefoot of the Tombolo also
shows a smoothly rising profile with
hard knuckle at the waterline, which
is a recent evolution. Twenty years
ago the deepest point of a fast powerboat’s hull would have been farther
Above—The smoothly rising forefoot profile will reduce the tendency of
some powerboats to “bow steer” in a following sea. The boat will run flat at
slow speeds, and squatting at high speed may be countered by the outboard
motor’s hydraulic trim control. Sloping chine flats will direct spray away from
the boat, and downward. Below—the boat combines classic good looks with
contemporary features.
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The raised foredeck hints at tradition—and provides ample space below.

forward, just aft of the stem. Modern fashion and hydrodynamic ideas
have now combined to eliminate the
deep vertical surfaces that can make
a boat sheer off to one side when running down waves. These shallow and
full convex sections keep the bow
from nose-diving and allow the steering system to control direction. And

full upper sections add interior volume for the V-berth.
Note the sloping chine flats,
which channel the water flow downward and outward. I also think these
will be quieter than conventional
chines, especially at anchor when
wave slap can be a problem on a
dead-flat surface.

A maximum of 150 hp and a
top speed of just over 20 knots are
unusual today. This design, aimed
squarely at this moderate performance, is timely in addressing fuel
cost and emissions. Typical displacement or semi-displacement hulls
experience high resistance while
trying to climb over their bow waves.
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The visor over the pilothouse
windshield is distinctive, and gives
relief to the helm on sunny days.

Tombolo, with its narrow
length-to -beam ratio and it s
lighter than normal weight, should
perform better. It will be up to the
builder to maintain that lighter
weight.
Construction is a mix of modern
methods, with the bottom planked
in laminated plywood and topsides
formed with 3⁄4" cedar strips. Structural bulkheads of 1⁄ 2" plywood, NC
router cut, are widely spaced, so a

builder will need some
temporary molds between them.
Bottom stringers are sawn plywood,
and interior joinery supports the
topsides. Dynel set in epoxy sheathes
the hull inside and out. While
sheathing both sides will increase
panel stiffness, the workload appears

daunt ing. I would consult the
designer about reducing the labor by
using heavier outside sheathing and
a simple epoxy-sealed interior.

255 North Lincoln Avenue
Lebanon, PA 17046
Phone: (717) 270-2700
Fax: (717) 270-2702
ON THE WEB AT:
www.keystonespikes.com
BOAT/DOCK SPIKES

Laminated Sitka Spruce Oars
straight or spoon blade
for further information
32 years as the country’s largest
producer of boat spikes in both plain
and hot dipped galvanized steel.
We pride ourselves on providing the
highest quality specialty products
available in today’s market.

www.barkleysoundoar.com
tel. 250–752–5115
toll free 877–752–5156
3073 Van Horne Road
Qualicum Beach, BC
Canada V9K 1X3
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The forward stateroom, which is beneath the raised deck, has an impressive 6’ of headroom.

I really like the idea of moving the
galley and dining area out of the forecastle and into the cockpit. I also like
the use of a horizontal sliding hatch
to access the forward accommodation. This hatch can be left open
without being in the way, which creates a single space that couples the
two levels visually. I do have a concern

with the on-deck dining space and
galley. How are they to be enclosed
in our wet and cold environment?
The single-level cockpit-wheelhouse
will be the hub of this boat’s activity,
and it needs to have an effective aft
bimini top with side curtains.
In this boat’s native Northwest,
even in summer, cruising boats need

some form of heat. Space could be
sacrificed from the portside forecastle storage area for a small solid-fuel
or diesel heater. Ventilation would be
needed as well. The opening ports
down below will help, but adding an
opening skylight over the helm-andgalley space would keep fresh air circulating. The camouflaged forward

“THIS IS AN
EXTRAORDINARY
MUSEUM.”

MAINE MARITIME MUSEUM
Bath, Maine • 207-443-1316 • www.MaineMaritimeMuseum.org
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The dinette and galley are in the cockpit area, which frees up accommodation space below.

cabin trunk, offering headroom of
.just under 6' in the head and hatch
area, is an impressive achievement.
The open foredeck cries out for
a pilot-boat-style central handrail,
and the color renderings showing
sleek and shiny topsides remind
me of the need for quarter guards
down low that run forward from the

transom. These are small quibbles
in layout that each builder gets to
solve to his or her own satisfaction.
Thanks to its easy trailerability,
a well-constructed Tombolo will be
able to take its builder just about anywhere: Alaska, the Great Circle, Baja
California, or…. Start with a good
design, outfit it to suit, and go.

Tad Roberts designs boats on Gabriola Island
in British Columbia, Canada.
Plans from Siewert Yacht Design, 4894
Sharpe Rd., Anacortes, WA 98221; 843–
853–6154; greg@siewertdesign.com.

Introducing the
EMCrosby24 Center Console
Custom-built and cold-molded for the discerning buyer

E.M. Crosby

Boatworks
Eight Generations of Boatbuilding

emcrosbyboatworks.com • 508-362-7100
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